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What we know:

The word is in! (ACT, Planck, SPT) Spectacular confirmation of
the (six parameter) phenomenological ΛCDM model.

I Assuming Ωtot = 1,wΛ = −1,
∑

i mν = 0 ...

I Find best fit for PR(k) ∼ kns−1,Ωb,Ωc ,ΩΛ,As , τ –

I
Ωbh

2 = 0.02207± 0.00033 ns = 0.9616± 0.0094
Ωch

2 = 0.1196± 0.0031 ln (1010As) = 3.103± 0.072
θMC = 0.00104± 0.00068 τ = 0.097± 0.038
PLANCK XVI, arXiv:1303.5076

I Many of these parameters are not currently predicted by
fundamental theory (could they ever be?) Those that
inflation accounts for are widely accepted as confirmation of
the simplest realizations of the inflationary paradigm.

I Taken literally, on face value– a staggering statement!
I ∃ a single effectively light degree of freedom at
∼ ε1/41016GeV . BICEP2 → 1016GeV ?

I whose field modes began in the relevant vacuum state (BD)

I whose self interactions and interactions with other fields are
sufficiently weak or irrelevant throughout inflation

I which at the same time couples strongly enough to some
sector that contains the standard model so that efficient
(pre)heating occurs...
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How does these requirements sit with our understanding of
Effective field theory? Obtaining enough inflation requires field
excursions.

I L = − 1
2

(∂φ)2 − V (φ) + ... , where ... =
∑

i ci
Oi (φ)

ΛDi−4

I Say we consider operators of the form ∆L = ciV0

(
φ
Λ

)D−4

δη = M2
pl
δV ′′

V0
∼ ci

(
M2

pl

φ2

)(
φ
Λ

)D−4
.

I Small field models (where ∆φ� Mpl ) have to tune all
operators up to D = 6.

I Large field models (where ∆φ ≥ Mpl ), have to tune an
infinite number of parameters. EFT typically not well defined
↔ theory totally unpredictive. Possibility of large anomalous
dimensions!

I Shift symmetries? Must be broken at Planck scale (no global
symmetries in QG)– reintroduce Planck suppressed operators.

I Not impossible! Silverstein, Westphal 2008

I By thinking about this problem honestly, can rule out a lot of
models a priori.
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For all models, we have to honestly account for the fact that
inflation eventually creates the universe.

I Must couple to some sector containing the SM strongly
enough for efficient reheating to occur.

I Derivative couplings typically won’t do. Armendariz-Picon, Trodden, West 2007

I Or, how does the inflaton know when to (p)reheat?

I Scalar fields very delicate objects when subject to loops of the
stuff that makes us up (gauge fields, fermions, etc).

I Loop corrections are local in field space– starting inflation
‘close’ to the standard model forces us to reckon with this
issue.

I Might this be a powerful criterion for selecting between
models?

I Does a typical model even meet this criteria?

I What might be the generic predictions of those that do?
Does inflation even offer a predictive framework? (as opposed
to post-dictive?)

I Not predictive ↔ need to know UV conmpletion.
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Higgs Inflation

Higgs inflation is a very elegant, minimal, and purportedly
predictive attempt to implement inflation within the standard
model.

I LJ√
−ĝ

= LSM −
[

M2
pl

2
+ ξ (H†H)

]
R̂ + · · ·

I e.g. ... =
∑

i Ci Qi Qi ∈ {D = 6operators}
I ξ (H†H)R̂ is a sum of higher dimension operators! Theory is

non-renormalizable, so any loops will generate ....

I Cosmology easiest to analyse in the Einstein frame. Make
conformal transformation:
ĝµν = f gµν , f =

[
1 + 2 ξ(H†H)/M2

pl

]−1

I Action in Einstein frame given by
LE√
−g

= −λf 2
(
H†H − v2

2

)2

−
[
f (DµH)† (DµH) + 3 ξ2f 2

M2
pl
∂µ(H† H) ∂µ(H† H)

]
I N.B. kinetic mixing of the radial mode (singlet) and the

Goldstone modes! – crucially distinction between Higgs
inflation and singlet scalar field w/ quartic potential.
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Higgs Inflation

In unitary gauge, H = (0, h√
2
)T – we define 〈h〉 = φ̄√

2
, with

φ̄ denoting classical the background field expectation value for the
Higgs.

I ... satisfies the boundary condition φ̄ew = v ≡ 246GeV

I Canonically normalized Higgs field h→ χ , with
d χ
d h

=
[1+(ξ+6 ξ2) (h/Mpl )

2]1/2

1+ξ (h/Mpl )
2 .

I Einstein frame potential becomes

VE (χ) =
λM4

pl

4 ξ2

[
1− e

−2χ√
6 Mpl

]2

+ · · ·

I Exponentially flat in the large field region φ̄� Mpl/ξ , slow
roll conditions satisfied at φ̄ & Mpl/

√
ξ .

I ... denotes corrections to the classical tree level potential.

I

ns = 1− 6 ε+ 2 η, r = 16 ε; ε(φ̄) ' 4 M4
pl

3 φ̄4 ξ2 , η(φ̄) ' 4 M4
pl

3 φ̄4 ξ2

(
1− ξ φ̄

2

M2
pl

)
I For ∼ 58 efolds, ns ' 0.967, r ' 0.0031
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Unitarity bounds

An EFT is only defined up to the scale at which unitarity is
violated, or the cut-off, whichever is the lower of the two.

I In the small field regime: Λew '
Mpl

ξ
, v ≤ φ̄ ≤ Mpl

ξ

Burgess, Lee, Trott 2009

I Intermediate field regime: Λint ' 4πφ̄,
Mpl

ξ
≤ φ̄ .

Mpl√
ξ

Bezrukov et al 2010

I The guilty interactions:√
−ĝ ξ(H†H) R̂ ' ξ

Mp
h2 ηµν ∂2 hµν + · · ·

I N.B. For bona fide singlet, diagrams cancel! Unitarity not an
issue for Starobinsky inflation until Mpl .

I Λint ' 4πφ̄ characteristic of all models with un-Higgsed
vectors (from longitudinal gauge boson scattering).
c.f. review by Contino 2010

I You are only just OK! However, you will be riding just below
the floating cut-off all throughout RG running.

I ‘Threshold’ effects could affect your observables if you want
to connect to low energy EW physics (one of the major
attractions of Higgs Inflation).
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Higgs Inflation

From mt to Einf

RGE Improved potential

To make predictions for CMB observables, we have to compute
the effective potential in the inflationary regime.

I Related to the physics at EW scale by RG running.

I If all you have is SM fields (even effective fields), can in
principle compute from some suitable scale (conveniently
taken to be mt , when the last threshold corrections have
kicked in).

I Predictions very sensitive to SM parameters at mt . Lots of
running between E = 173GeV and E = Mpl/

√
ξ .

de Simone, Hertzberg, Wilczek 2008; Bezrukov, Mangin, Shaposhnikov 2008

I Discovery of the Higgs 2012 → have to take SM parameters
up to three sigma away from their central values to obtain
positive quartic coupling at Mpl/

√
ξ .

I From Bezrukov 2013.
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principle compute from some suitable scale (conveniently
taken to be mt , when the last threshold corrections have
kicked in).

I Predictions very sensitive to SM parameters at mt . Lots of
running between E = 173GeV and E = Mpl/

√
ξ .

de Simone, Hertzberg, Wilczek 2008; Bezrukov, Mangin, Shaposhnikov 2008

I Discovery of the Higgs 2012 → have to take SM parameters
up to three sigma away from their central values to obtain
positive quartic coupling at Mpl/

√
ξ .

I From Bezrukov 2013.
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Running up to inflation

In order to implement the running honestly, had to run up from
the SM parameters at top mass (computed at 2 loops to NNLO):
Buttazzo, Degrassi, Giardino, Giudice, Salvio, Strumia 2013

I λ(mt) = 0.12711, yt(mt) = 0.93558, g ′(mt) = 0.35761,

g(mt) = 0.64822, gs(mt) = 1.1666, ξ0 = 2300 + δξ

I Where ξ ∼ 2300 is the tree level value whose quantum
corrected value has to be COBE normalized.

I Run these up to the scale Mpl/ξ .

I From Mpl/ξ → Mpl/
√
ξ , have to run in the chiral SM (singlet

decouples)– have broken SU(2) by a hard term (all fermions
get explicit mass terms independent of the higgs).

I Compute effective potential during inflation, CMB
observables determined from COBE normalization and fixing
the number of e-folds.

I But what about the fact that Λint ' 4πφ̄ during inflation?
Threshold effects at Mpl/ξ ?
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Higgs effective inflation

Higgs inflation is not renormalizable. Obliged to treat it as an
effective description. D=6 SM operators mix into the running of
SM parameters under RGE, even at one loop. Jenkins, Manohar, Trott 2013

I Happens because the Higgs vev provides an explicit scale.

I This operator mixing modifies the running of the RGE’s as a
threshold effect at Mpl/ξ , and also secularly between this
threshold and the scale of inflation since Λint ' 4πφ̄ .

I Schematically: µ dc4
d µ

= λ φ̄2

Λ2
1

16π2

∑
i c

i
6

I µ dgi
dµ

= − giλ φ̄
2

4π2Λ2 CHG , µ dλ
dµ

= λ φ̄2

16π2Λ2 Cλ , µ dyt
dµ

= λ φ̄2

16π2Λ2 Cyt

I Exact expressions requires computation of 59 x 59 D
anomalous dimension matrix. Jenkins, Manohar, Trott 2013

I Wilson coefficients affect the running substantially. Unless we
know the UV completion (i.e. can specify all the coefficients),
have to allow for them to represent a theoretical uncertainty
in the predictions of Higgs inflation.
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Higgs effective inflation

Can repeat the analysis done by others allowing for the theoretical
uncertainty represented by these unknown Wilson coefficients, and
compute the effects on CMB observables. C.P.Burgess, S.P.Patil, M.Trott,

arXiv:1402.1476
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Figure : The effect of the unknown UV completion on the running
of the quartic coupling in the Higgs inflation scenario.
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Concluding questions

Is inflation predictive, or is it merely post-dictive?

I Classically can reproduce the outcome of almost any
observations.

I QM’ly, can only reproduce the observations we’ve seen in a
small subset of models– a powerful selection criteria?

I Inflation seems persistently sensitive to its UV completion.

I Are there any mechanisms to generate inflation that are not?

I A related question to predictivity– is inflation falsifiable?
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